Carcomplaints mazda 6

See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your
complaint? Get free help with your lemon! My car has been showing red check engine light
randomly for the lst 3 months. It lasts 24 - 48 hrs, sometimes after oil change. Dealer said
nothing to worry about, but I finally took it to autozone who said code was stored as misfire on
cylinder 4. Now that I know it has to due with a cylinder - why didn't they investigate further?
Add Complaint. This car has serious problems. I have approached Mazda with numerous
service complaints and they refuse to fix. The car gets terrible gas mileage not the factory
stated 42 mpg which was sold on the msrp but more like The suspension drives terrible makes
noises, the car "creaks" when going over things and is not stable at freeway speeds. The car
also sways form left to right on the freeway and is extremely slow to stop. It is dangerous and
Mazda will not fix. I even have a voicemail form Mazda corporate stating then refuse to fix these
problems. I have had to hired a lawyer to declare the car a lemon. Mazda also refused to service
the car for oil changes, tire rotation, etc. Also, the heated seats, both front and passenger, have
not been able to be fixed since the day I purchased the car I have now had the car approx 14
months. Please help! The contact owns a Mazda 6. The vehicle eventually restarted, but the
failure recurred. The vehicle was towed to the dealer where it was diagnosed that the fuel pump
and brake lines were faulty and needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired; however, the
failure persisted after the engine system malfunction warning indicator illuminated. The vehicle
was taken back to the dealer, but the failure was unable to be determined. The vehicle was not
repaired. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The approximate failure mileage
was 7, Parts supplier, Takata, manufactured defective, shrapnel-hurling airbag inflators that
need to be recalled. Mazda got a little sloppy with their welds and the excess material started
making contact with and disabling important electrical components. Mazda owners are
experiencing warning lights, valve stem corrosions, and sudden tire blowouts that can all be
traced to issues with the tire pressure monitoring system TPMS. Law firms are currently
gathering information about potential clâ€¦. The materials used in certain Mazda dashboards
can't stand the heat of the sun, which is unfortunate when you consider that they sit under it all
day long. Perhaps feeling the heat from a class-action lawsuit, Mazda extended the warranty
coâ€¦. Yellow Sac Spiders think the smell of gasoline is lovely this time of year, especially inside
of Mazda6 engines. It's cool I didn't want to sleep tonight anyway. Sometimes it helps just to
tally up the complaints and see where the biggest stacks are. Use this information to learn
about troublespots or to run for the hills. Full Lists on CarComplaints. Generations are groups
of model years where few, if any, changes were made to the vehicle which means their model
years tend to break in similar ways. Running tally of owner grievances filed to CarComplaints.
They confirmed that the insulation on the OCS was damaged due to weld spatter. Mazda altered
production by adding protected pads to the seat frames. Read More. Law firms are currently
gathering information about potential clâ€¦ Read More. Perhaps feeling the heat from a
class-action lawsuit, Mazda extended the warranty coâ€¦ Read More. By the Numbers
complaints Running tally of owner grievances filed to CarComplaints. Posted on September 17,
Tagged recall Source carcomplaints. Posted on January 26, Tagged recall Source
carcomplaints. Posted on August 16, Tagged recall Source carcomplaints. It doesn't take long
to realize something is wrong. That's something , Mazda3 and Mazda6 owners might soon
experience thanks to corrosion. From CarComplaints. See the Back button â€” blue bar at the
very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your complaint? Get free help with your lemon!
Radio and accessories do not always shut off when engine is turned off causing electrical drain
on battery. Has happened many times. Dealers think it could be park switch. Any recalls on this
issue? Add Complaint. As many of us have experienced, I also have an issue with the accessory
mode staying on after turning the car off. Mazda should issue a recall on this, as I have
experienced battery drainage and it seems to be getting worse with time. It seems to happen
right around the the K mileage, just outside the warranty period. It just seems too premature
and not something that happens after K miles. It happens when the car is stationary. As I put in
park mode to turn off push button vehicle stay on accesery, radio and alarm beeping stays on
and does not go off Why is it not a recall issue their has been so many complaints I own a
Mazda 6 grand touring. The car has about 72K miles on it. I bought the car a year ago and
starting a few months ago the car would not turn off immediately after hitting the ignition
button. The car panel would say that I had to put the car in parking even though the car was
already in parking mode. Usually I was able to simply move the shift stick a bit and it would
allow me to turn the car off completely. But it has gotten worst over time and it's beginning to
affect my battery life. I have done some research and found out that my car is not the only one
with this problem. Based on the information I found mane of the Mazda 6 models specifically
those manufactured late and early have been showing this same problem with the ignition
switch unit. Mazda found the problem and fixed it in the newer cars but a recall was never made

for those cars with the bad switch unit. I think it is unfair that a manufacturing problem has been
unnoticed and left to people to pay for. I am already paying enough for this car to also have to
worry about a manufacturing problem that has been left unattended by the company. This
certainly is very dangerous as I might have the cars battery die and have no way of getting
immediate help and right now it's just the car not acknowledging the parking mode but what if
one day the car starts using the wrong shift unknowingly to me and I end up in a car accident
because of this? I was at walmart about 3 weeks ago and when I finished shopping I came out to
my vehicle in an almost empty parking lot and my car would not start. With people already
scared about the corona virus no one was willing to help. Since this is our only vehicle I ended
up having to call a relative from to come and help me he told me that my battery had died, I told
him that that couldn't be the problem when I got home I looked on the internet and I saw where
there were hundreds of Mazda car owners who were having the same problem, car will not shut
off when in park draining battery. I joined the long list of Mazda owners by calling Mazda
complaining about the apparent manufacturer's defect and was met with the same scripted
scrip. Mazda know and has known for years about the gear shift being defected but has ignored
the hundreds of complaints that have been called in because when we call in to cs they don't
record complaint so therefore never enough registered complaints - Memphis, TN, USA. The
contact owns a Mazda 6. The contact stated that an orange light on the push start button alerted
him that the vehicle was in accessory mode. In order to fully turn off the vehicle, the contact
would restart the vehicle, place the gear in drive, engage the emergency brake, and place the
vehicle back into park. The contact stated that this method did not always work and that he
would sometimes have to make multiple attempts for the vehicle to shut off. The dealer and
manufacturer were not notified. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The failure mileage
was , It has happened a lot. Some of the electrical systems of the car such as radio, display, etc
stay on when it is turned off. I spend several minutes moving back and forth to shut it down
successfully. This might cause a serious problem like battery drain on a cold day when I am in a
rush to leave the car quickly. Engine will stall out while driving vehicle loses all power check
engine light comes on battery light comes on traction control light comes on. When engine
stalls out and then I lose power steering and brake control and will have to pull over to the side
to restart the vehicle. Vehicle push to start fails when shutting off car. The car's not reading that
it is in park. Engine will shut off but all vehicle electronics will stay on and car can still be shifed
out of gear. Dealership replaced gear selector switch which they said had a faulty spring. For
seemingly no reason, the vehicle will restart and stall while driving and multiple warning lights
will illuminate. This has happened while driving slow, fast and while turning. When this
happens, I need to immediately pull over and restart the engine. The check engine light turns on
and indicates an abrupt voltage change issue, but soon turns off after a few power cycles. This
started to happen more and more often, and more recently, I had the car not able to start as if
the battery died. All my electrical components, such as headlights and hazard lights shut off
and after about 10 seconds, they all turned back on and running normally. At this point my
vehicle started up again just fine. This has nearly caused an accident a couple times and no
mechanic has been able to diagnose the issue yet. Although, this issue seems alarmingly close
to a recent recall that was announced for Mazda relating to a software issue that causes
unexpected engine stalling relating to the fuel-saving cylinder deactivation technology.
Unfortunately, even though my vehicle contains the same technology, it wasn't included on this
recall list. Accessory power not shutting off upon turning off ignition. There is a red light
indicator saying that the tires are not balanced. The light on the radio panel is on even after the
car has been switched off. Fow forward obstruction warning inspection required flashes on
dash as if a loose connection. Only flashes for about 3 seconds then goes away. I manually
turned off fow to stop the flashing. But will turn back on once I restart the car. Once the car
warms up, things seem normal. During driving this effects the cruise control and system
overall. I have to repeatedly place the gear in all dnrp several times 5 or more before the car
realizes it is fully in park and all power turns completely off. I should not have to do this in order
to turn the vehicle completely off. The vehicle is in stop position and in park. The vehicle will
not power all the way off. Leaving the radio and lights on and disables the ability to lock the
doors or set the alarm. The only way to fix it so you can turn off the electricity to the
accessories and be able to lock your car is to start it again, put it into a different gear, and try
again. Sometimes it will work one the second attempt but most times it takes 4 attempts for me
to get it to recognize that it's in park. With no consistancey, the car would loose power. At
times, I thought the car would loose full power, in the middle of my commute, I would be forced
to pull over and shut the car off. Most times, the car would return to normal conditions. When I
brought it in for repair, byers Mazda of columbus, told me it needed a tune-up. Once again, the
car almost stalled out and I managed to coast into a parking space. I bought this car used with

an extended warranty and although it was my mistake, the dealership never disclosed the I-loop
system and the problems that go with it. This I-loop battery will apparently last years only and is
very expensive. I guess it is legal for dealership sales reps to misrepresent the car main
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tenance because they say it is my responsibility to know what I purchased. I will never buy
from byers auto for any model car! Fow inspection light comes on when going above 55 mph. I
could not ignite my car due to a dead battery in a winter night! The vehicle was able to coast to
the side of the road. The contact powered off the engine. Once restarted, the vehicle was able to
drive normally. The failure recurred twice and the engine warning indicator illuminated. The
vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic for diagnostic testing, but a failure code could
not be found. The vehicle was taken to D. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The
approximate failure mileage was 46, My vehicle will not turn off completely off when I park it.
The engine will stop but all the panels and radio will continue to go. Sometimes I have had to try
for over 20 minutes to get it to shut completely down. My spouse's Mazda and daughter's Mazda
are doing the same thing. It's very frustrating.

